
Comparative and Superlative

A cat is bigger than a mouse, but it is smaller than an elephant.

Comparative of superiority

One syllables (+ -er than)

The cat is smaller than an elephant.

One syllables ( cons.+vowel+cons.), double consonant + -er

The cat is bigger than the mouse.

Two syllables (ending in Y), Y becomes -ier

Julia is happier than Paul.

Two and more syllables (more … than)

This book is more interesting than that one.

Comparative of equality

as … as

My cat is as big as yours.
Julia's bike is as beautiful as Sarah's bike.

Comparative of inferiority

not as … as

The cat is not as big as an elephant, but it is not as small as a 
mouse.

Paul's bike is not as beautiful as Julia's bike.
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Comparative and Superlative

The elephant is the biggest, the mouse is the smallest.

Comparative of superiority

One syllables (the … + -est)

The mouse is the smallest

One syllables ( cons.+vowel+cons.), double consonant + -est

The elephant is the biggest.

Two syllables (ending in Y), Y becomes + -iest

Julia is the happiest of all.

Two and more syllables (more … than)

This book is most interesting  of all.

Irregular
COMPARATIVE SUPERLATIVE

bad worse worst

good better best

far farther/further farthest/furthest

little less least

many/much more most

These adjectives with two syllables can be used with -er and -est and with more and most.

clever cleverer/more clever cleveresr/most cleverest

friendly friendlier/more friendly friendliest/most friendlest

quiet quieter/more quiet quietest/most quiet

simple simpler/more simple simplest/most simple
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Comparative and Superlative
With one syllable adjectives or end with Y, we add  -ER for the comparative and 
-EST for  the superlative.  With adjective of  more than one syllbale,  we form the 
comparative with MORE and superlatve with MOST.

ADJECTIVE COMPARATIVE SUPERLATIVE

bad worst

big bigger

cold coldest

dirty dirtier

early earlier

easier easiest

fast faster

funnier funniest

good better

happy happiest

heavy heavier

hot hottest

late later

longer longest

new newer

old oldest

pretty prettier

richer richest

safer safest

short shortest

small smaller

stronger strongest

tall taller

thin thinnest

ugly ugliest

younger youngest
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